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I'm lost for words, nothing left to say

I know you're hurt
So I won't beg you to stay, noYou know as well as I do

That girl I really love you
And I wouldn't last a day if you ever, ever left me

Girl don't take this the wrong way,
I'm not begging you to stay

But the truth is.If you ever leave
I would be, I would be helplessYou would be, you would be hopeless

Oh, I'm like a sea, sea without a beach
What would our life mean, tell me?

Is it worth nights with no sleep,
Bed with cold sheets

Waking up without me, baby.I don't wanna see what that would beSo please,. baby don't 
leaveI'm feeling anxious now

Cause it can go either way
If I'm honest with myself girl,Got me feeling real crazy

And I know I played the party
And them cancers gotta heal, babyAnd I wouldn't last a day if you ever, ever left me

Girl don't take this the wrong way,I'm not begging you to stay
But the truth is.

If you ever leave
I would be, I would be helpless

You would be, you would be hopeless
Oh, I'm like a sea, sea without a beachWhat would our life mean, tell me? Oh.

Is it worth nights with no sleep,
Bed with cold sheetsWaking up without me, baby

I don't wanna see what that would be
So please, baby don't leaveNow I know that IMay not have the right words to say

But my actions don't lie,
Can't you see I'm changing everyday, baby

The further that you go away,The more and more this heart's gon' break
No I wouldn't last a day if you ever, ever left me

So don't take this the wrong way,
I'm not begging you to stay

But the truth of it is.
If you ever leave

I would be, I would be helpless
You would be, you would be hopeless
Oh, I'm like a sea, sea without a beach
What would our life mean, tell me? Oh
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Is it worth nights with no sleep,
bed with cold sheets

Waking up without me, baby
I don't wanna see what that would be

So please, baby don't leaveCause I can't do it without you
Just the thought of rolling over and you're not there Drives me crazy bay

Baby baby
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